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Abstract
one of the methods of increasing the capacity of power transmission of lines is the use of high capacity conductors.
High capacity conductors remove the need to construction of new lines and it is installed on the exiting poles and
towers without the need to change them. Therefore, in addition to the ability to supply high power, they are
economical as well. In this paper, in terms of efficiency and economic issues, using high capacity conductors and
construction of new lines were compared. The losses of transmission between the two methods are reviewed by
considering the 400 KV line of Sirjan – Bandar Abbas and by running it in the environment of MATLAB.
Keywords: High Capacity Conductors, Establishment of a new line, Increase of the Capacity of Power Transmission

_____________________________________________________________________________
1. INTRODUCTION
Improvement of technology leads to the increase of the quality of life and therefore the growth
of demand for electrical energy. The energy department of USA has predicted a 2.4% annual
increase in the world electricity net generation over the next 20 years. In addition, statistics
show that the growth rate of electricity generation changes from 1% to 3% in developed
countries and 4% to 17% in developing countries in each year. Growth of transmission capacity
has been limited due to several limitations which leads to some challenges in the electrical
power transmission from the available transmission systems; whereas, there is an increase of the
capacity of system generation [1].
A method for increasing the capacity of power transmission is construction of new lines. This
method is not considered as a proper solution due to the barriers standing on its way. High land
prices and presence of urban barriers and industries in the path of the line such as main roads,
railways, gas and oil pipelines and their privacies are among these barriers [2]. As a result, other
methods have been recommended as methods of increasing the capacity of power transmission
of lines. One of these methods is using high capacity conductors. These conductors are installed
on the exiting towers without the need to change them. Thus, it doesn't have problems
associated with the construction of new lines and since it is able to work in high temperatures,
thus it can transfer more power compared to conventional ACSR conductors.
Various papers have reviewed the usage of high capacity conductors for increasing the capacity
of transmission from various aspects. In [2], using high capacity conductors for increasing the
capacity of power transmission in Khorasan network has been economically reviewed in
comparison with construction of new lines. In [3], losses of the West regional electricity
network of Iran have been reviewed in two modes of using ACSR conductors and using high
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capacity conductors. In [4], available barriers in increasing the capacity of power transmission
with the construction of new lines in Europe have been addressed and the impact of the
application of high capacity conductors in the improvement of these barriers has been
mentioned. In this work, it has been attempted to evaluate the efficiency and economic issues
and losses of the method of using high capacity conductors compared to the construction of new
lines from three aspects. In terms of efficiency, past works have only emphasized on the
positive points of using high capacity conductors; therefore it has been attempted to review the
advantages and disadvantages of this method all together. Since the implementation costs of
both methods – construction of new lines and using high capacity conductors – vary in practice,
unlike past works, here it has been attempted to introduce a range for costs instead of a value.
Losses between the two methods of implementation of a practical model are reviewed as well.
As it is described in the following section, this paper is as follows: in the second section high
capacity conductors are introduced. In the third section the two methods of using high capacity
conductors and construction of new lines are compared from three aspects: efficiency, economic
issues and losses. In order to review the losses, the 400 KV line of Sirjan – Bandar Abbas and
its implementation in the environment of MATLAB has been used. Ultimately, in the fourth
section, we conclude.
1. High capacity conductors
1.1. ACSS conductor
It was presented to the market in America by Southwire Company for the first time in the year
1970. ACSS conductor is composed of fully annealed aluminum string (instead of partly
annealed aluminum) around the steel core. Using this type of aluminum leads aluminum to be
stretched with the rise of temperature and swiftly shift its load on the core. Since most of the
cable's weight is tolerated by the steel core, thus most of the characteristics of the conductor,
such as sag and strength, are specified by the steel core. Thus, in this condition, the cable can
work in higher temperature with lower sag compared to ACSR conductors [2, 5 and 6].
1.2. ACCR conductor
ACCR conductor is a new type of improved conductors which has been designed and produced
by 3M Company in America. ACCR has been composed of strings made of aluminumzirconium alloy around the core composed of hybrid fibers of reinforced aluminum oxide
(Al2O3). The core has similar strength characteristics to steel but its weight is like aluminum. On
the other hand, due to the material of the core, a value of current goes through the core. Thus the
conductor has lighter weight and more conductivity. The aluminum-zirconium alloy used in
conductive strings tolerates higher work temperature without being annealed (being cold and
warm) [2 and 7].
1.3. ACCC conductor
ACCC is a new improved conductor which has been created by Composite technology
Company. ACCC has been composed of circular or trapezoidal aluminum strings around
composite core with low density and high strength. This property of the core enables us to
increase the cross-section associated with the aluminum strings in a similar weight and crosssection in length with conventional ACSR conductors. And also aluminum strings with high
purity are used for reducing the resistivity [2 and 8].
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2. EVALUATION
2.1. Evaluation of efficiency
Here, we intend to compare the construction of new lines and using high capacity conductors
from 6 aspects.
The first thing is electromagnetic fields (EMF). Power transmission lines generate
electromagnetic fields which can be harmful to health. Construction of a new line means
generating more electromagnetic fields. Using high capacity conductors generates more
electromagnetic fields, because it leads to the transfer of higher currents [4].
The second thing is the network issues. Network issues include problems associated with
network stability and enhancement of the ring current. AC connections don't control power flow
and power flow distribution depends on the impedance of lines which leads to ring currents.
Network stability, in a simple language, is the ability of the system to return to a stable mode
after the occurrence of a disturbance in the network in a way that all of the elements of power
would be in a stable range. In both methods – construction of new lines and using high capacity
conductors – some tools are not considered for controlling the power system for example for
controlling power flow or voltage of buses. Thus, in both of them, increasing transmission
power will lead to the increase of ring current and reduction of system stability [4 and 9].
The third thing is the increase of capacity. By using both methods we can increase the required
transmission capacity.
The fourth thing is the length of lines. By using both methods we can transfer the high powers
in hundreds of kilometers. Of course this article mostly focuses on air lines, but if establishment
of new lines be done by using underground cables, there are some limitations about the length
of the line.
The fifth thing is environmental issues. The impact on vegetation and land use and ugliness of
the appearances of residential regions and environment are among issues associated with the
construction of new lines; but since high capacity conductors are installed on the exiting lines
and it delays the construction of new lines for a certain period of time, thus it is preferable
compared to construction of new lines in terms of environmental issues.
The sixth thing is the time period of the implementation of the project. The time of construction
of new lines is nearly five times more than using high capacity conductors, which only needs
the conductors to be changed. Therefore, the required power is supplied in shorter time and the
problem of black out and outage of the load will be resolved.
The mentioned issues have been shown in table 1.
Table 1: evaluation of methods
Construction
of new lines
Electromagnetic fields
Network issues
Increasing the capacity
Length of the line
Environmental issues
Time of implementation
of the project

+
+

+
+
+
+
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The symbol + means a positive impact and – means a negative impact of applying each of the
methods – construction of new lines and using high capacity conductors – on the six aspects
explained above. By considering the positive and negative points of each of the two methods,
we can understand that the method of using high capacity conductors has more positive points
compared to the construction of new lines. Thus, in terms of efficiency, we can say that this
method is more efficient. Of course in this section, other items can also be included; but here we
only referred to six of the most important items.
2.2. Economic evaluation
The cost of construction of new transmission lines depends on several issues including the
capacity of a line. According to the data available in [10], establishing a new line for a particular
capacity is reported to be in the following range:
250 to 1900 dollars per MW-km, including post and land costs for operating of
transmission lines with voltages below 200 kilovolt
• 250 to 600 dollars per MW-km, including post and land costs for exploiting transmission
lines with voltages above 200 kilovolt
Transmission capacity costs, to a large extent, depend on local issues including land ownership
costs. Costs are higher for short lines, because the post cost does not dependant on the length of
the line.
•

The international data available in [11-13] have a range which is compatible with the data of
[10], of course except for Colombia and Brazil in which the costs are to some extent lower than
the low limit of the ranges in [10].
Cost of high capacity cables is more expensive than conventional cables. About trapezoidal
conductors, to some extent due to higher values of aluminum in the cable, the expenses are
higher. Conductors with specific alloys and high purity are also more expensive than standard
aluminum. Ceramic and composite cores are also more expensive than steel.
For two 138 KV and 345 KV lines, whose their characteristics have been provided in table 2, in
[5] costs of capacity enhancement associated with these lines has been calculated with the
ACCC cable. By using the same process of calculation, the costs of increasing capacity for
ACSS and ACCR cables can be calculated as well.
Table 2: characteristics of lines
Voltage level (KV)
Capability to transfer thermal current
of each conductor (A)
Number of conductors in each bundle
Inductive reactance of each phase
(Ohm per km)
Resistance of each phase (Ohm per
km)
Capacitor reactance of each phase
(Ohm per km)
Three-phase thermal capacity (MW)
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138

345

770

1010

1

2

0.490

0.370

0.1021

0.0350

0.116

0.088

184

1207
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By assuming an approximate cost of 16 dollars per meter for ACCC cables and for one
kilometer three-phase line, the cost of the conductor is approximately 48000 dollars. This cost is
equal to 198000 dollars for ACCR cable with the approximate cost of 66 dollars per meter and it
is 300000 dollars for ACSS cables with the approximate cost of 10 dollars per meter. Also the
additional costs (engineering costs, costs associated with permit and construction costs) have
been estimated to be 125000 dollars. Anyways, some of these costs might reduce in
implementation.
For a 138 KV line and by assuming that this cable provides a double thermal capacity, costs of
effective capacity increase on ACCC cable is nearly 940 dollars per MW-km. This value is
nearly 1800 and 840 MW-km for ACCR and ACSS cables, respectively. If the costs of capacity
enhancement was reduced to the conductor cost, so the cost of effective capacity enhancement
will nearly be 260 dollars per MW-km for ACCC cable. This value is nearly 1100 dollars per
MW-km for ACCR cable and nearly 160 dollars per MW-km for ACSS cable.
For the 345 KV line and by assuming that this cable provides a double thermal capacity, costs
of conductor is respectively 96000, 396000 and 600000 dollars for ACCC, ACCR and ACSS
conductors, because each phase has two bundled conductors and their total cost is two times
more than the cost of 138 KV line. Thus the cost of effective capacity increase for the ACCC
cable has been obtained to be nearly 180 dollars per MW-km. This cost for ACCR and ACSS
cables is near 430 and 150 dollars per MW-km, respectively. If the cost of capacity increase was
reduced to conductor cost, so the cost of effective capacity increase for the ACCC cable will be
near 80 dollars per MW-km. This cost is nearly 330 dollars per MW-km for the ACCR
conductor and nearly 50 dollars per MW-km for the ACSS conductor.
This information has been summarized in table 3.
Table 3: comparison of the costs of various methods
Fixed cost

Assumption for
calculating the total
cost

Total cost in
dollars per MWkm

operating below 200
KV

250-1900

operating above 200
KV

250 – 600

138 KV line

260 – 940

345 KV line

80 – 180

138 KV line

1100 – 1800

345 KV line

330 – 430

Increase with ACCC
cable [5]
Increase with ACCC
cable [5]
Increase with ACCR
cable
Increase with ACCR
cable

250 – 1900
dollars per MWkm
250 – 600
dollars per MWkm
16 dollars per
meter
16 dollars per
meter
66 dollars per
meter
66 dollars per
meter

Increase with ACSS
cable

10 dollars per
meter

138 KV line

160 – 840

Increase with ACSS
cable

dollars per meter

345 KV line

50 - 150

Establishment of a
new line [10]
Establishment of a
new line [10]
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By comparing these costs, it is observe that the cost of capacity increase with high capacity
conductors for 138 kilovolt line for ACCC and ACSS cables overlaps the range of the cost of a
new line construction in the lower end of the range. For the 345 kilovolt line, for ACCC and
ACSS cables, this value is clearly less than the range of the cost of a new line construction, but
for the ACCR cable it still overlaps with the range of the cost of a new line construction but this
time, the overlap is in the lower end of the range.
2.3. Evaluation of losses
Loss is another one of the parameters which are effective in choosing the proper method. In
order to evaluate this parameter, the 400 KV line of Sirjan – Bandar Abbas is used. Stimulation
of this line is done in the environment of MATLAB. In the installation of the high capacity
conductors, we assume that no change is created on the towers and the high capacity conductor
and ACSR all work in the same temperature so that the losses will be evaluated in completely
equal conditions.
Information of the 400 KV line of Sirjan – Bandar Abbas has been provided in table 4 together
with the information of high capacity conductors.
By using this data, the stimulation for the considered line is done. In this stimulation, the losses
of the considered line are obtained by power flow.
The available results in table 5 show that the high capacity conductors, in similar loading
conditions, have less losses than ACSR conductors, but by construction of a new line, the
current will be divided between two lines and since the loss is in proportion with the square of
the current, thus the losses in this mode are less than high capacity conductors through which all
of the current passes.
In this table the losses obtained from the stimulation of the 132 KV line of the Khorasan
network has been brought from [2] and these results clearly show that the losses of transmission
with construction of a new line are less than the method of using high capacity conductors.
Table 4: characteristics of 400 KV line of Sirjan – Bandar Abbas
ACSR

ACCC

ACCR

ACSS

Voltage (KV)

400

400

400

400

Name of the conductor
Number of bundles
Maximum ability of current
tolerance (A)
Maximum of the conductor's
temperature (ºC)
Power coefficient
Maximum transferrable power
(MW)
Loading coefficient

cardinal
2

cardinal
2

cardinal
2

cardinal
2

706

1887

1875

1865

75

180

210

200

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

880.44

2353.23

2338.27

2314.57

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

Ac resistance in 75 ºC temperature
(ohm per km)

0.0748

0.0563

0.0701

0.07307

Inductive reactance (ohm per km)

0.2414

0.243

0.2415

0.24237

Capacitor reactance (mega ohm
per km)

0.145

0.145

0.1428

0.145
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Table 5: losses
Losses
(MW/km)
ACSR (by considering
the construction of a
new line alongside the
old line)
ACSR (by considering
the whole loading on
the old line)
ACCC
ACCR
ACSS

0.023

Losses
(MW/km) [2]
0.088

0.102

-

0.075
0.095
0.099

0.150
0.190
0.189

3. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the two methods – using high capacity conductors and construction of a new line –
have been compared in terms of efficiency, economy and losses. In terms of efficiency, as it was
mentioned, the high capacity conductors perform better. In terms of economy, the cost of using
the method of high capacity conductors overlaps the cost of construction of a new line or it is
less than that. In practical cases, the cost of both methods shall be calculated and then the proper
method is selected by considering that. Nonetheless, in cases in which we face land limitation or
the price of the land is high, the method of using the high capacity conductors are preferred. In
terms of loss, the method of construction of a new line is considerably better than the method of
using high capacity conductors. In practice, depending on the fact that which parameter
(economic issues, losses and so on) are more important, the proper method is selected.
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